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ROBUSTLY T R A N S I T I V E SETS A N D
HETERODIMENSIONAL CYCLES
by
Christian Bonatti, Lorenzo J. D$az, Enrique R. Pujals & Jorge Rocha

Abstract. — It is known that all non-hyperbolic robustly transitive sets
have a
dominated splitting and, generically, contain periodic points of different indices. We
show that, for a C1 -dense open subset of diffeomorphisms the indices of periodicpoints in a robust transitive set A^ form an interval in N. We also prove that the
homoclinic classes of two periodic points in A^ are robustly equal. Finally, we describe
what sort of homoclinic tangencies may appear in A^ by studying its dominated
splittings.

1. Introduction
When a diffeomorphism (/) is hyperbolic, i.e., it verifies the Axiom A, the Spectral
Decomposition Theorem of Smale says that its limit set (set of non-wandering points)
is the union offinitelymany basic pieces satisfying nice properties, each piece is invari
ant, compact, transitive (i.e., it contains an orbit which is a dense subset), pairwise
disjoint and isolated (each piece is the maximal invariant set in a neighborhood of
itself). Moreover, by construction, a basic piece is the homoclinic class of a hyper
bolic periodic point, i.e., the closure of the transverse intersections of its invariant
manifolds.
Even if the dynamics is non-hyperbolic, the homoclinic classes of hyperbolic pe
riodic points seem to be the natural elementary pieces of the dynamics, satisfying
many of the properties of the basic sets of the Smale's theorem: invariance, compact
ness, transitivity and density of hyperbolic periodic points. Recent results in [BD2],
[Ar] and [CMP] show that, for C1-generic diffeomorphisms (i.e., those belonging to
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a residual subset of Diff1 (M)) two homoclinic classes are either disjoint or equal and
they are maximal transitive sets (i.e., every transitive set intersecting a homoclinic
class is contained in it). Notice that, in general, the homoclinic classes fail to be
hyperbolic, isolated and pairwise disjoint.
In [BDP] it is shown that, for C1 -generic diffeomorphisms, a homoclinic class
is either contained in the closure of an infinite set of sinks or sources, or satisfies
some weak form of hyperbolicity (partial hyperbolicity or, at least, existence of a
dominated splitting). The first situation (called the Newhouse phenomenon) can be
locally generic, in the residual sense: there exist open sets in DifF(M) where the
diffeomorphisms with infinitely many sinks or sources are (locally) residual for the
Cr-topology. The case r ^ 2 for surface diffeomorphisms can be found in [N], see [PV]
for the case r ^ 2 in higher dimensions, and [BDi] for r = 1 in dimensions greater
than or equal to 3. Certainly, the Newhouse phenomenon exhibits very wild behavior
and it is conjectured that (in some sense) diffeomorphisms satisfying this phenomenon
are very rare (for instance, for generic parametrized families of diffeomorphisms, the
Lebesgue measure of the parameters corresponding to diffeomorphisms satisfying the
Newhouse phenomenon is zero), see [Pa].
We focus here on the opposite behavior. More precisely, we restrict our attentions
to the so-called robustly transitive sets introduced in [DPU] as a non-hyperbolic
generalization of the basic sets of the Spectral Decomposition of Smale. A robustly
transitive set A of a diffeomorphism eb is a transitive set which is locally maximal
in some neighbourhood U of it and such that, for every C1 -perturbation yj of the
diffeomorphism 0, the maximal invariant set of in U is transitive. From the results in
[M2], [DPU] and [BDP] every robustly transitive set A admits a dominated splitting,
say TA M = E\ 0 • • • 0 Ek, and by [BD2], C1 -generically, it is a homoclinic class. An
invariant set may admit more than one dominated splitting, since one can always
sum up some bundles of the original dominated splitting, obtaining a new dominated
splitting with less bundles, or, conversely, split some bundle of the splitting in a
dominated way. So it is natural to consider the finest dominated splitting of the set
A (i.e., the one that does not admit any dominated sub-splitting).
In this paper we study the interrelation between the dominated splittings (es
pecially the finest one) of a robustly transitive set A and its dynamics, answering
questions about the indices (dimension of the stable manifold) of the periodic points
of A, the possible bifurcations (saddle-node and homoclinic tangencies) occurring in
this set as well as its dynamical structure.
Let us recall some definitions, necessary for what follows.
In what follows, M denotes a compact, closed Riemannian manifold and Diff1(M)
the space of C1 -diffeomorphisms of M endowed with the usual topology.
Let A be a compact invariant set of a diffeomorphism eb. A cj>*-invariant splitting
TA M = E 0 F over A is said to be dominated if the fibers of E and F have constant
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dimension and there exists k G N such that, for every x G A, one has
\\^\E(x)\\-\\^k\F(^(X))\\ < \
that is, the vectors in F are uniformly more expanded than the vectors in E by the
action of
If it occurs we say that F dominates E and write E -< F.
An invariant bundle E over A is uniformly contracting if there exists k such that,
for every x G A, one has:
110. k*)II < \ .
An invariant bundle E over A is uniformly expanding if it is uniformly contracting for
Q-1
Let T\M = Ei 0 E2 0 • • • 0 Em be a 0*-invariant splitting over A such that the
fibers of the bundles Ei have constant dimension. Denote by E\ — @^ Ek the direct
sum of
..., Ej. Note that
~l 0 E7kn is a splitting of TAM for all k G {2,..., m}.
We say that Fi 0 E2 0 • • • 0 Em is the finest dominated splitting of A if _1 0 2£™
is a dominated splitting for each k G {2,..., m} and every Ek is indecomposable (i.e.,
it does not admit any nontrivial dominated splitting). See [BDP] for the existence
and uniqueness of the finest dominated splitting.
Consider a set V C M and a diffeomorphism ip: M —> M. We denote by A^(V) the
maximal invariant set of </? in V, i.e., Av?(Vr) = fiiez ^(^0- Given an open set U C M
the set A^{U) is robustly transitive if A^(U) is equal to A^(U) and is transitive for
all I/j in a C1-neighbourhood of We say that a ^-invariant closed set if is transitive
if there exists some x G if having a positive orbit which is dense in K.
If a robustly transitive set A^U) is not (uniformly) hyperbolic then, by a C1-small
perturbation of 0, one can create non-hyperbolic periodic points, and thus hyperbolic
periodic points with different indices in A<f,(U) (see [M2]). Our first two results
describe the possible indices of the periodic points of A^(i7), in terms of the finest
dominated splitting of A<f,(U):
Theorem A. — Let U be an open set of M and M(U) a Cl-open subset of Diff1(M)
such that A^(U) is robustly transitive for every if G Ai(U). Then there is a dense
open subset xV(U) of Ai(U) such that, for every <p G M(U), the set of indices of
the hyperbolic periodic points of A^(U) is an interval of integers (i.e., if P and Q
are hyperbolic periodic points of indices p and q, p ^ q, of A^(U), Lp G M(U), and
j £ [QIP]I then A^U) has a hyperbolic periodic point of index j).
In the next result, we use the arguments in [M2] to relate the uniform contraction
or expansion of the extremal bundles of the finest dominated splitting of a robustly
transitive set with the indices of the periodic points of this set.
Theorem B. — Consider an open subset U of a compact manifold M and an integer
q G N*. LetU be a Cl-open subset o/Diff1(M) such that for every <j) eU the maximal
invariant set A^(U) satisfies the following properties:
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(1) the set A(j)(U) is contained in U and admits a dominated splitting
E<p ~< Fff,, with dimE^{x) — q,
(2) the set A^ifJ) has no periodic points of index k < q.
Then the bundle E^ is uniformly contracting for every <fi GW.

0 F^,

We can summarize the two results above, in order to get a characterization of the
set of indices of the periodic points of the set A^(or), as follows.
Let U C M be open and <p a diffeomorphism such that A^(U) is robustly transitive
with a finest dominated splitting of the form T^(u)M = E\ 0 • • -^Ek^y E{ -< Ei+\.
Denote by Es the sum of all uniformly contracting bundles of this splitting and let
Ea be the first non-uniformly contracting bundle, i.e., Es = E\ 0 • • • 0 Ea-\. In the
same way, denote by Eu the sum of all uniformly expanding bundles of the splitting
and let Ep be the last non-uniformly expanding bundle, i.e., Eu — Ep+i 0 • • • 0 Ek^y
Let U be a (^-neighborhood of (p such that, for every ip G U, the set A^ifJ) has the
same properties as A¥?(C7) (i.e., robustly transitive and the number k(yj) of bundles of
the finest dominated splitting is equal to k((p)) and the dimensions of bundles Es(ip),
Ea(ip), Ep(ip) and Eu(yb), defined in the obvious way, are constant in U and equal to
corresponding bundles for (j).
Corollary C. — With the notation above, there exist a Cl-open and dense subset V of
U and locally constant functions i, j : V —» N* such that
i{yb) G [dim(£s),dim(£s) + dim(Ea)] flN*,
j(yb) G [dim(£:n),dim(£;w) + àim{Ep)\ nN*,
and, for every yb G V, the set of indices of the hyperbolic periodic points of A^(U) is
the interval [i(^), dim(M) - j(ip)\ fl N*.
The first known examples of non-hyperbolic robustly transitive sets had a onedimensional central direction, see [Mi] and [Sh]. As a consequence, these examples do
not present homoclinic tangencies (non-transverse homoclinic intersections between
the invariant manifolds of some periodic point). Observe that if a periodic point has
a homoclinic tangency then, after a perturbation of the diffeomorphism, one create
a Hopf bifurcation (a periodic point whose derivative has a pair of conjugate nonreal
eigenvalues of modulus one), see [YA] and [R], hence points whose central direction
has dimension at least two. Currently examples of robustly transitive sets having
a central direction of dimension two or more are known, see [BDi], [B] and [BV].
Moreover, in some cases these sets exhibit homoclinic tangencies, see [B] and [BV].
Our next result explains what sort of dominated splitting of a robustly transitive set
prevents homoclinic bifurcations.
We say that a robustly transitive set A^(U) is C1 -far from homoclinic tangencies
if there are no homoclinic tangencies in A^(U), for all ip in a ^-neighbourhood of if.
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Theorem D. — Given an open set U of M let V(U) C Diff1(M) be an open set of
diffeomorphisms Lp such that:
(1) The set A^(U) is robustly transitive and the minimum and the maximum of
the indices of the hyperbolic periodic points of A^(U) are constant in V(U). Denote
these numbers by is and ic, respectively.
(2) The set A^(U) is Cl-far from homoclinic tangencies.
Then there is an open and dense subset 0(U) ofV(U) such that, for every Lp £ 0(U),
the set A^(Z7) has a dominated splitting TA (£/) = Es 0 E\ 0 • • • 0 Er 0 Eu, such that
- Es is uniformly contracting and has dimension is ^ 1,
- Eu is uniformly expanding and has dimension dim(M) — ic ^ 1,
- r = ic — is and the bundle Ei has dimension one and it is not uniformly hyperbolic
for every i = 1,..., r.
In fact, from the proof of this theorem, we get more: given any robustly transitive
set K^U), for diffeomorphisms in a C1 -neighbourhood of qt>, the dimensions of the
non-hyperbolic bundles of its finest dominated splitting determine the ranks of the
homoclinic tangencies (that is, the indices of the periodic points exhibiting the tangency) that can occur in A^(U). The precise statement of this result is in Section 6,
see Theorem F.
Finally, for robustly transitive sets which are far from homoclinic tangencies, we
prove that the (relative) homoclinic classes of two periodic points of this set are
equal in a C1-robust way. More precisely, let P^ be a hyperbolic periodic point of
a diffeomorphism p>. We denote by Hp the set of transverse intersections of the
invariant manifolds of P^. Observe that the homoclinic class of P^ is the closure
of Hp^. Given an open set U, the relative homoclinic class of P^ in U is the closure
of the set Hp^(U) of transverse homoclinic points of Pr whose orbits are contained
in U.
Theorem E. — Let U be an open subset of M and S(U) C Diff1(Af) an open set of
diffeomorphisms ip such that
- the set A^U) is robustly transitive, and
- there are no homoclinic tangencies (in the whole manifold) associated to periodic
points of Ay(U).
Consider any pair of hyperbolic periodic points P^ and
of A^(U) with indices p
and q whose continuations are defined for every yj in S(U). Then there is an open
and dense subset V(U) of S(U) such that
HJJÛ) = Hc^JÛ)
for every vb in T>(U).
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Unfortunately, in the theorem above we cannot ensure that the relative homoclinic
classes of P^ and
are equal to A^(f/), although by the results in [BD2] this is
true for a residual subset of S(U).
Let us now say a few words about the proofs of our results. One of the main tools
is the notion of heterodimensional cycle. Given a diffeomorphism qb with two hyper
bolic periodic points P$ and
with different indices, say index(P^) > index((3c/>),
we say that qb has a heterodimensional cycle associated to P^ and Q<p, denoted by
r(0, P^, Q</>), if Ws(P(p) and Wu(Q(p) have a (nontrivial) transverse intersection and
Wu(P(f)) and Ws(Q(j)) have a quasi-transverse intersection along the orbit of some
point x, i.e., TxWu(P(f)) + TxWs(Q(f)) is a direct sum. Notice that, in this case,
dim(M)-dim(TxWu{P4)) + TxWs(Q4))) is equal to index(P0)- index(Q0), this num
ber being the codimension of the cycle.
The proof of Theorem A has two main ingredients. The first is Theorem 3.1, which
implies that, by unfolding a heterodimensional cycle associated to points of indices q
and p as above, one gets hyperbolic periodic points of some index in between q and
p (a priori, we do not know the index of such a point). The second ingredient of the
proof is the Connecting Lemma of Hayashi (see Theorem 2.1 and [H]) which allows
us to create (after a C1-perturbation) heterodimensional cycles associated to any pair
of periodic points of a robustly transitive set.
Two other important tools are the constructions in [M2] and in [BDP] (specially
the periodic linear systems with transitions). In this paper we need to introduce tran
sitions between points of different indices in the same homoclinic class, generalizing
the construction in [BDP], in which only transitions between points with the same
index were considered.
Finally, to prove Theorem E, the main ingredient, besides the Connecting Lemma,
is the proposition below concerning the structure of the homoclinic classes of hyper
bolic points having a heterodimensional cycle.
We say that a hyperbolic periodic point
is Cl-far from tangencies if there is
a ^-neighbourhood W of qb in Diff1(M) such that every yb G W has no homoclinic
tangencies associated to R^. A heterodimensional cycle T(qb, P^^Q^) is Cl-far from
homoclinic tangencies if the points P^ and
in the cycle are C1-far from homoclinic
tangencies.
Finally, we say that two points x and y are transitively related by qb if there exists
a transitive set of qb containing x and y. The points x and y are transitively related
in an open set U if there exists a transitive set of qb contained in U that contains x
and y.
Proposition 1.1. — Let U be an open set, a diffeomorphism, and P^ and
a pair
of hyperbolic periodic points of of indices p and q — p — I, respectively. Consider a
neighbourhood W of qb in Diff1(M) such that, for all yj G W,
- the continuations P^ and
are defined and C1 -far from tangencies,
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- the points P^ and
are transitively related in U.
Then there is a Cl-open subset
ofW, with <p G W, such that the relative homoclinic
classes of P^ and
in U are equal for every ip G W^.
[DR, Theorem A] asserts that, given any heterodimensional cycle r(0, P^, Q</>) of
codimension one, far from homoclinic tangencies, there exists a Cx-open set, whose
closure contains 0, of diffeomorphisms p> such that P^ and
are transitively related.
Thus, for any diffeomorphism (j) with a heterodimensional cycle which is far from
homoclinic tangencies, there are diffeomorphisms <p arbitrarily close to (j) satisfying
the hypotheses of the proposition. The proof of Proposition 1.1 follows from the
results in [DR] and the Connecting Lemma of Hayashi.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we get some results concerning
heterodimensional cycles, robustly transitive sets and homoclinic classes using the
Hayashi's Connecting Lemma. In Section 3 we prove Theorem A. For that, we study
the creation of periodic points in the unfolding of heterodimensional cycles (of any
codimension). In Section 4 we prove Theorem B, for that we recall some folklore
results concerning dominated splittings and reformulate some results in [MJ. In
Sections 5 and 6, we study the relationship between the finest dominated splitting
of a robustly transitive set and the creation of homoclinic tangencies inside this set.
Finally, in Section 7 we prove the results concerning (relative) homoclinic classes.
Acknowledgements. — We acknowledge Bianca Santoro for her comments that helped
us to make the english redaction compatible with the high standards of one of the
referees.

2. Transitively related points
We begin the proofs of our results by recalling the Hayashi's Connecting Lemma
and deducing some consequences from it.
2.1. Connecting lemma and transitively related points
Theorem 2.1 (Hayashi's Connecting Lemma, [H]). — Let P^ and
be a pair of hy
perbolic periodic points of a C1 -diffeomorphism ip such that there are sequences of
points xn and of natural numbers kn such that the sequences xn and tpkn (xn) accu
mulate on Wfc^Pp) and on W[oc{Q^)? respectively.
Then there is a diffeomorphism vb arbitrarily C1 -close to <p such that WU(P^) and
WS(Q^) have a nonempty intersection.
Remark 2.2. — Every pair of hyperbolic periodic points P^ and
which are transi
tively related satisfy the hypotheses of the Connecting Lemma (Theorem 2.1).
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Proof of the remark. — Consider a transitive set A containing P^ and
and a point
x of A whose positive orbit is dense in A. Then there are sequences of natural numbers
mn and rn, ran, rn —> oo as n —» oo, such that ^?mn(x) —•
and cprn(x) —• Q^.
Then it is immediate to get new sequences m'n and r'n, with m'n, r'n —» oo, such that
(/?m™ (x) and (/?r™ (x) converge to some point of W^^P^) and of Wfoc(Q<p), respectively.
Taking subsequences, if necessary, we can assume that r'n = m'n + kn for some kn > 0.
Now it suffices to take xn = (/?m™(x) and consider the sequences xn and /cn.
•
2.2. Homoclinic relative classes and robustly transitive sets. — By [BD2,
Theorem B], there is a residual subset of Diff1(M) consisting of diffeomorphisms such
that the homoclinic classes of any two transitively related hyperbolic periodic points
are the same. The proof of this result is based on the Hayashi's Connecting Lemma.
Using the relative version of the connecting lemma, we get a relative version of [BD2,
Theorem B] whose proof is here omitted.
Theorem 2.3 (Relative version of [BD2, Theorem B]). — Given an open subset U of M,
there exists a residual set G(U) C Diff1(M) such that, for every (p G G(U), two
hyperbolic periodic points P^ and
of tp are transitively related in U if and only if
the relative homoclinic class in U of P^ and
are equal, i.e., Hp^(U) = HQ^(U).
Let A(U) C Diff1(AI) be an open set such that A^(C/) is robustly transitive for all
ip G A(U). By Pugh closing lemma (see [Pu]) and a Kupka-Smale argument, there is
a residual subset TZ(U) of A(U) of diffeomorphisms if such that, for all <p G 7£(C/), the
hyperbolic periodic points form a dense subset of K^U). Taking T(U) = G(U)n7Z(U)1
where G{U) and 1Z(U) are as above, we get the following:
Proposition 2.4. — Let U C M and A(U) C Diff^M) be open sets such that Av?(/7)
is robustly transitive for all if G A(U). Then there exists a residual subset T^(U) of
A(U) such that
injU) = K(u)
for every (p G TA(U) and every hyperbolic periodic point P^ G A^(I7).
2.3. Heterodimensional cycles. — We will use the following lemma, which follows from the Connecting Lemma and an argument of transversality:
Lemma 2.5. — Let P^ and
be hyperbolic periodic points of a diffeomorphism ip of
indices p and q, p ^ q. Suppose that P^ and
are transitively related for every yb
in a C1 -neighbourhood V of (p. Then there is a dense subset W of V such that every
cf)inW has a heterodimensional cycle T(0, P^, Q^) of codimension (p — q).
Proof. — Let yj G V. Since P^ and
are transitively related, by Remark 2.2, we
can apply Theorem 2.1 to get £ arbitrarily close to yb (hence £ is in V) such that
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Ws(Pz) n r ( Q ^ 0 . Since
dim(Ws(P^)) + dim(Wu(Q^)) = p + (dim(M) - q) ^ dim(M),
we can assume that WS(P^) and Wu(Qç) intersect transverselly.
Since £ belongs to V, the points P^ and
are transitively related. Thus, again by
Remark 2.2, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to get <p arbitrarily close to £ ((f) in V) such
that Ws(P(p) and Wu(Qc/)) have (non empty) transverse intersection and Wu(P<p) Pi
W^s(Q(/>) 7^ ^- After a new perturbation, if necessary, we can assume that the last
intersection is quasi-transverse, obtaining a heterodimensional cycle r(0, P^, Q^) of
codimension (p — q), finishing the proof of the lemma.
•
Let us state two remarks about the proof above that will be used in Section 7.
Remark 2.6. — Let P^ and
be hyperbolic periodic points of a diffeomorphism ip
of indices p and q, p ^ q. Suppose that P^ and
are transitively related for every
yb in a neighbourhood V of (p. Then there is an open and dense subset V of V such
that WS(P^) and WU(Q^}) have a nontrivial transverse intersection, for every yj in V.
If in Theorem 2.3 we assume that the points P^ and
get the following stronger version of it:

have the same index, we

Remark 2.7. — Let P^ and
be hyperbolic periodic points of the same index of a
diffeomorphism ip and U an open set containing the orbits of P^ and Q^. Suppose
that Ptp and
are transitively related for every yb in a neighbourhood V of (p. Then,
there exists an open dense subset O of V such that, for every yb in (9, the relative
homoclinic classes of Py and
in U are equal.
3. Proof of Theorem A: unfolding heterodimensional cycles
3.1. Transitions for heterodimensional cycles. — We begin this section by
stating a technical result, which introduces the concept of transition between periodic
points of different indices.
Theorem 3.1. — Let P and Q be two hyperbolic periodic points of a diffeomorphism
(p of indices p and q, p > q, and periods n(P) and n(Q), respectively. Denote by Mp
and MQ the linear maps
ipl{P) (P) : TPM —> TPM

and ^{Q) (Q) : TQ —• TQM.

Assume that there exist dominated splittings
TPM = EX{P) 0 E2(P) 0 E3(P)

and TQM = EX{Q) 0 E2(Q) 0 E3(Q),

with dim(£i(P)) = dim(£i(Q)) = q and dim (£3 CP)) = dim(E3(Q)) = dim(M) - p,
which are invariant by Mp and MQ, respectively. Assume, in addition, that there is
a heterodimensional cycle T(ip, P, Q) in some open subset U of M.
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Then, for any fixed e > 0, there are matrices TQ and T\ and S > 0 such that, for
every n and m ^ 07 and every family of matrices
i = 0,..., (n + m) + 2, 6-close
to identity, there exists a diffeomorphism yj e-C1 -close to (p having a periodic orbit R
of period n(R) such that the linear map MR = tp*^ is conjugate to
4+m+2°Tl0ln+m+i0MQ0/n+m0- • •o/n+2oMQo^n+l°Î0o/noAfpo/n_1O- • -O^OMPOIQ.
Moreover, n(R) = ti+t2 + n-n(P) + m'n(Q), where t\ andt2 are constants depending
only on TQ and T\.
WU(Q)
WU(P)

WU(Pw
Q

E2(Q)
Es(Q)

WS(Q)

WS(P)
Es(Q)
E2(P)
Ei(P).

P

AVU(P)

FIGURE

1. A heterodimensional cycle

The maps To and T\ are called transitions (from P to Q and from Q to P, respec
tively). These maps are a generalization of the transitions introduced in [BDP] for
hyperbolic periodic points which are homoclinically related.
Theorem 3.1 is the main step for the proof of Theorem A. Taking appropriate n
and m, and assuming that index(P) > index(Q) + 1, we get, using the theorem, that
the index of R is between the indices of P and Q, see Corollary 3.6. This construction
will also allow us to get points R corresponding to saddle-node bifurcations.
Proof — For simplicity, assume that P and Q are fixed points. Notice that E\(Q)
is the stable direction of Q, E\(P) is the strong stable direction of P, E%(Q) is the
strong unstable direction of Q and E%(P) is the unstable direction of P.
We now make a C1 -perturbation of the diffeomorphism (p to get appropriate lin
earizing coordinates of the cycle. The properties of this linearization are summarized
in the next lemma:
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Lemma 3.2. — Let p be a diffeomorphism satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.
Then, there exists cb, arbitrarily C1 -close to cp, with a heterodimensional cycle
T((j),U,P,Q) such that:
(1) There are smooth linearizing charts
Up, UQ ~ [-1, l}q X [-1, I]?"* X [-1, l]dim(A/)-p
(defined on neighbourhoods of P and Q), where qb is a linear map such that, for every
x G Up H 4>~1(Up) or x G UQD (J)~1(UQ), we have:

(a) In these charts, both P and Q correspond to {0}dim(M) and 0*(P) =
(p*(P) and 0*(Q) = <£*(Q),
(b) The foliation by q-planes parallel to [-1, l]q x {0}p~q x {o}dim(A/)-P (called
the strong stable foliation, Ts ) is locally invariant and corresponds to the smallest (in modulus) eigenvalues of the linear maps induced by (j) in Up and UQ.
(c) The foliation by (p-q)-planes parallel to {0}q x [ - 1 , 1 ] ^ x {o}dim(A/)-P
(called the central foliation, Tc) is locally invariant.
(d) The foliation by (dim(M) - p)-planes parallel to {0}q x {0}p~q x
—
[ 1, i]dim(A/)-p (called the strong unstable foliation, Tu) is locally invariant
and corresponds to the biggest (in modulus) eigenvalues of the linear m,aps
induced by qb in Up and UQ.
(2) There exist points X0 G (WU(Q) rh IVS(P)) n UQ and Y0 = (pk°(X{)) G UP,
k0 > 0, such that, in these coordinates, X0 G {0}q x [-l,l]p~q x {o}dim(A/)"P (the
central leaf through Q) and Y0 G {0}q x [-1, l]p~q x {o}dim(A/)-^ (the central leaf
through P).
(3) There exist points Xx G {WS(Q) fl WU(P)) fl UP and Yx = ^{X^
G UQ,
ki > 0, such that, in these coordinates, Xi G {0}q x {0}p-(i x [-1, i]dim(A/)-P (the
local unstable manifold of P, W;'nr(P)) and Y1 G [-1, l]q x {0}^ x {0}ciim(ji/)-P (the
local stable manifold Wfoc(Q) of Q).
(4) There exist small cubes Co C UQ and C\ C Up centered at Xo and X\, respectively, such that
(a) e^(Co) C Up and ^(C^
C UQ,
(b) the restrictions TQ = (/>k°\c0 and T\ = <fikl\ci are affine maps which
preserve the strong stable, central and strong unstable foliations above.
Proof. — We first consider a heteroclinic point X G WU(Q) iti W*(P). After an
arbitrarily small perturbation of <p, we can assume that X does not belong to the
strong unstable manifold of Q nor in the strong stable manifold of P. After a new
perturbation, we can assume that (p is linear in small neighbourhoods Up of P and
UQ of Q. So, we now consider the foliations Tp, Tlp and Tp (resp. TQ, TQ and TQ)
defined in these linearizing chart Up (resp. UQ) as in the item (1) in the lemma.
Considering a heteroclinic point X as above and, using the domination, we have
that the backward orbit of X approaches the central leaf through Q. Similarly, the
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forward iterates of X approach the central leaf through P. We will make a C1perturbation of ip in such a way that, after a sufficiently large number of backward
(resp. forward) iterations, the orbit of X is in the central leaf of Q (resp. P),
that is, in coordinates, these points are in {0}q x [ - 1 , 1 ] ^ x {o}dim(A/)-*\ To get
this perturbation for the backward orbit, first observe that, due to the domination,
the distance between two consecutive iterates of (p~n(X) and p)~n~1(X), big n, is
larger than their distances to the central leaf through Q. More precisely, the ratio
between these two distances goes to infinite. So, taking a large i > 0, there is a
diffeomorphism 9, C1 -close to the identity, coinciding with the identity outside a small
neighbourhood U of (p~l(X) intersecting the orbit of X only at (p~1,(X), and such
that 0((p-[(X)) belongs to the central leaf through Q. Then x/j = (ip o 0~l) is a C1perturbation of (p such that ijj~n(X) belongs to the central leaf through Q, for every
n big enough. Moreover, the forward orbit of X is not modified. We now repeat the
previous construction for the forward orbit of X obtaining the announced perturbation
(already denoted by p)). Observe that we can perform all the previous perturbations
without breaking the cycle (i.e., preserving the non-transverse intersection between
IVs(Q) and WU(P)).
Now, there exist some backward iterate XQ of X in the central leaf through Q
and ko > 0 such that Fo = ipk°(Xo) belongs to the central leaf through P. Observe
now that the points X\ and Y\ = p>kl(Xi) in the lemma are directly given by the
intersection WS(Q) n WU{P).
Recall that p) was constructed to be linear in small neighbourhoods of P and of Q.
By a new small C1-perturbation, we can assume that (pk° and <pkl are both affine in
small neighbourhoods of XQ and X\.
The only thing that remains to do in order to prove the lemma is to notice that
(after new perturbations, if necessary) these affine maps can be chosen preserving
the foliations (strong stable, central and strong unstable). The proof of this fact
follows from a similar argument, actually, it follows as in the proof of [BDP, Lemma
4.13] using the domination. More precisely, in our linearizing charts Up and UQ, we
consider the center-stable foliations Tps and TQ (resp., center-unstable foliations Tpu
and J-QL) tangent to the sum E\ 0 E2 of the stable and central directions (resp., the
sum E2 0 E% of the central and unstable directions). By genericity, we can assume
that the images by ipk° of the foliations TQ, TQ, TQ, TQ and TQ are in general
position with respect to the foliations Tp, Tp, Tp, Tps and Tpu in a neighbourhood
of YQ. NOW, the forward iterates of the images by p)k° of the leaves of TQ become
closer to the center-unstable leaves in Up. Replacing the initial ko by ko + £, for some I
large enough, and making a small perturbation, one gets an invariant center-unstable
foliation. More precisely, as above, we compose p> with a small (^-perturbation of
the identity supported on a small neighbourhood of (p£(Yo) mapping the foliation
^pko+((TCQ) into Tpu. Moreover, we choose this perturbation of the identity in order
to fix the point tp£(Yo). We now replace p> by the resulting composition, ko by ko + £
and Y0 by ^(Y0).
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To get the invariance of the strong stable foliation we consider negative iterates of
the foliations in the neighbourhood of YQ. By the previous construction, the centerunstable foliation is preserved by negative iterations. So the negative iterates of
the strong stable foliation are transverse to the center-unstable one. As above, the
backward iterates of the strong stable leaves approach the leaves of the strong stable
foliation in UQ. SO we can replace X0 by some (large) negative iterate of it, say — £',
and perform a small perturbation (preserving the center-unstable foliation) such that
the transition map (pk°+f+e from a neighbourhood of X0 to a neighbourhood of YQ
preserves the strong stable and center-unstable foliations.
To get the invariance of the strong unstable and center foliations (keeping the invariance of the strong stable), we repeat all the arguments above inside the center-unstable
foliation. We omit the details of this construction. This gives the transition T0.
The transition T\ is obtained using the same arguments. The proof of the lemma
is now complete.
•
Definition 3.1. — Consider a dim(M)-cube C — Is x Ie x P\ where Is is a g-cube,
Ie a (p — ç)-cube and Iu a (dim(M) — p)-cube. In these cubes we define coordinates
(xs, xl\ xu) as above.
A subset A of C is s-complete if, for every Z = (zs,zc,zu) G A, the horizontal
q-cube Is x {(zc,zu)} is contained in A. Similarly, a subset A of C is {/-complete if,
for every point Z G A, the vertical (dim(M) — p)-cube {zs, zc) x Iu is contained in A.
By shrinking, if necessary, the size of the neighbourhood UQ in the strong unstable
direction and taking an appropriate cube C\ around X i , we can assume that the
image by X\ of any u-complete disk A of C\ (contained in a leaf of the strong unstable
foliation) is a u-complete disk of UQ.
For simplicity, let us denote A and B the restrictions of 0 to UQ and Up, respectively.
Lemma 3.3. — There exists a natural number £Q ^ 0 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Consider any Z G Wfc^Q) and any s-complete disk A8 of Co (contained in
a leaf of the strong stable foliation) containing Z. Then the connected component of
A~N(AS) n UQ containing A~n(Z) is a s-complete disk in UQ for all n ^ £o(2) Consider any u-complete disk AU of Co (in a leaf of the strong unstable foliation). Then the intersection between AU and TQ1(W1SOC(P)) is a unique point W. Let
A'L7LN be the connected component of (BM oTo(A'"))C\Up containing BMOTQ(W).
Then
A^n fl C\ is a complete u-disk (in C\) for every m ^
Proof. — Recall that both foliations are invariant by the action of A and B. So, the
proof follows, since A~~L expands the s-direction and B expands the ^-direction. •
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We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 3.1. Given e > 0, there is an
^/2-perturbation qb of (p satisfying Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. We will now obtain the final
diffeomorphism considering a perturbation of qb obtained by composing the transition
T\ with a small translation Tv generated by a vector v, parallel to the central direction
(in UQ). Let us now go through the details of this construction.
rhk°

WU(Q)
Anr
Am.
Q/
X,
s+s

f+f12
WU(P)
7WS(P)

ATm

4-

W8(Q

Y1

<t>kl
Tv
ces

tvan

FIGURE

2. A periodic orbit

In our coordinates, XQ = (0s ,xc0:,0u). Consider now the su-disk
A = ( [ - 1 , l}q X {XC0} X [-1, l]dim(A/)-7A n c ^
With the terminology above, the disk A is u and s-complete in CoGiven n and m bigger than to (£Q as in Lemma 3.3), let A_m and A[j be the
connected components of A~"rn(A)nUQ containing A~rn(X0) and of (BnoT0(A))nUP
containing Bn(T0{X0)), respectively. Let Ar/ = Afj n C i . Write An = Ti(A^). By
Lemma 3.3 and the observation before, A_m and An are s-complete and ^-complete
disks in UQ and Ci, respectively.
Observe that there is a unique vector v, parallel to the central direction, such
that the intersection between Tv(An) and A~m is non-empty. Moreover, since these
sets are both six-disks of UQ, such an intersection is a sub-rectangle R intersecting
completely A"m in the ^/-direction and An in the s-direction. Here by a complete
intersection in the u-direction we mean that, for every Z G R, the leaf FU(Z) of
the strong unstable foliation containing Z is such that the connected components of
FU(Z) fl R and of A-m fl FU(Z) containing Z are equal. The definition of complete
intersection in the s-direction is totally analogous (considering strong stable leaves).
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Now a classical argument of hyperbolicity implies that the map T = Tv o T\ o Bn o
T0 o Am has a fixed point W in A_m. Observe that the derivative of T at W is
Ti o Bn o T0 o A771 (where T; is the linear part of the affine map T).
So it remains to check that the size of the translation Tv can be chosen to be smaller
than e/2. For that, first observe that the disks A~m and An can be taken arbitrarily
close to the heteroclinic intersection Y\ (it is enough to take n and m large enough).
Thus, there exists no G Z such that the distance between A_m and An is less than
e/2, for every n and m greater than no. Fixing this no and replacing T0 by T0 o An°
and Ti by T\ o Bn°, we get that, for every positive n and m, there exists a translation
Tv, v — v(n, rn), such that the modulus of v is less than e/2.
The diffeomorphism yb in the statement of the theorem is obtained from qb by
composing T\ with Tv. By construction, ip has a periodic point R of period np —
to + £1 + n + m, where to =fco+
and £1 = /ci + ni, such that
VBnr

(R)

=TioBnof0o4m.

Notice that to and ^ depend exclusively on the transitions To and T\. The theorem
now follows from the definition of A and B and the lemma below, that allows us to
perform any small perturbation of the derivative of a diffeomorphism along the orbit
of a periodic point in a dynamical way.
Lemma 3.4 ([F], [M2]). — Consider a Cl-diffeomorphism <p and a (p-invariant finite
set E. Let A be an e-perturbation of p* along E (i.e., the linear maps A(x) and
ip*(x) are e-close for all x G T,). Then, for every neighbourhood U of E, there is a
diffeomorphism qb, Cl -e-close to (p, such that
- p{x) = qb{x) if x G E or if x 0 U, and
- qb*(x) = A(x) for all x G E.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete.

•

We end this subsection by stating a lemma that follows from the proof of [BDP,
Lemma 4.13]:
Lemma 3.5. — Let Alp and MQ be linear maps as in the statement of Theorem 3.1.
Suppose that Mp and MQ preserve the dominated splittings TpM = Ep © • • • 0 EP
and TQM = EQ(&- • - (BEQ, where dim(Ep) = dim (.Eg) for every i. Then the matrices
To and T\ in Theorem 3.1 can be chosen in such a way that:
To(Ep) = ElQ and T^E'Q) = ElP,

for every i G { 1 , . . . , k}.

3.2. Periodic points in the unfolding of heterodimensional cycles. — Using
Lemma 3.4 we get the following two corollaries of Theorem 3.1. First we use the
notation T(p, U, P, Q) to localize a cycle, that is, if we are only concerned with the
intersection between the invariant manifolds of P and Q whose orbit is contained
in U.
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Corollary 3.6. — Consider a heterodimensional cycle T(<p, U, P, Q) associated to the
hyperbolic periodic points P and Q of indices p and q, where p > q, having positive
real eigenvalues of multiplicity one. Then, for every integer £ G [q,p], there is a
diffeomorphism <f> arbitrarily close to p> with a hyperbolic periodic point of index £ in
Nq(U)
Proof. — This corollary is trivial when £ = p or q. So let us fix some £ E](/,p[.
Define the matrices Mp and Mg as in the statement of Theorem 3.1 and denote
by Ap, • • • , \^m(M) the eigenvalues of Mp, where 0 < Xp < • • • < Apim^M\ and by
Ag, • • • , Agim(M) the eigenvalues of Mg, where 0 < Ag < • • • < Agim^M\
For each i G { 1 , . . . , dim(M)}, let El(P) and El(Q) be the eigenspaces corresponding to Ap and Ag, respectively. We now consider the invariant splittings (of Mp and
Mg) given by
EX(P) = El(P) 0 • • •
EX(Q) = E\Q) 0 • • •
E3(P) = E^l(P)
Es(Q) = E^l(Q)

0 Ee-l(P),
E2(P) = EHP),
0 E?-\Q),
E2(Q) = Ee(Q),
0 • • • 0 £dim(AfWpN
0 • • • 0 Edh^MHQ).

Observe that, by the hypotheses on the eigenvalues of P and Q, the splittings
Ei(R), E2(R) and E3(R), R — P,Q, are dominated (for Mp and MQ), therefore they
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.
Since q < £ < p, we have that Ap < 1 < Ag. Thus, there are constants C and C',
0 < C < 1 < C, and arbitrarily large natural numbers no and mo such that
(Ap_1)n° (Ag_1)rn° < C < (XP)n° (A^)mo < C < (A£p+1)no (A^+1)mo.
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the matrices Mp and MQ, n = no, m = mo, and the
matrices IQ, ..., /n+m+2 equal to the identity, we get transitions To and Xi and a
diffeomorphism et> close to (f having a periodic point R G ^(U) of period n(R) ~
+ mo such that 0* ^ is conjugate to
Afp = XioM™0oX0oM£0.
By Lemma 3.5, we can suppose that X0 and T\ preserve the splittings E\ 0 E2 0 P3.
Hence, the ^-eigenvalue Ap of Mp is such that
C
dd

:\XR\<k2C,

where k\ is the product of the norms of X0_1 and T^1, and k2 is the product of the
norms of To and T\. Observe that, a priori, we cannot guarantee that this eigenvalue
is positive (we do not know if the transitions preserve the orientation). Thus, taking
no and mo large enough, we can assume that | log(Ap)|/(no + mo) is arbitrarily close
to zero.
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Applying now Lemma 3.4 to the derivative of cj) along the orbit of R , we can assume
that the eigenvalues A^,..., A(iim^A/) of ^R\R)
satisfy
0 < \X\\ < ••• < | A ^ | < 1 = |A<*| < \XeR+1\ <••< \4'"{M)\(i)
After a final perturbation, we have that R has index L: finishing the proof of the
corollary.
•
Finally, a minor modification of the proof of Corollary 3.6 gives the following:
Corollary 3.7. — Consider a heterodimensional cycle T((p,U, P,Q) satisfying the
hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, suppose that there is a dominated splitting
F\ 0 • • • 0 Fj. 0 • • • (B Fk over A^(U) such that the moduli of the Jacobians of p>
restricted to Fj along the orbits of Q and P are strictly bigger and less than one,
respectively.
Then, there exists a diffeomorphism (j), arbitrarily C1 -close to (p, with a hyperbolic
periodic point R G A^U) such that the modulus of the Jacobian of (pn^ over F, at
R is equal to one.
Proof. — Consider the dominated splittings
Ei = Fi 0 • • • 0 Fi-u

E2 = F,, E3 = Fi+1 0 • • • 0 Fk.

Just observe that by Lemma 3.5 we can choose the transitions Tt preserving the
dominated splitting E\ 0 E2 0 E3. The result follows from a similar argument we
gave in Corollary 3.6.
•
3.3. End of the proof of Theorem A. — We need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.8 ([BDP, Lemma 5.4]). — Let V be an open subset of M and R^ a hyperbolic
periodic point of a diffeomorphism p), such that its relative homoclinic class m V.
HR (V), is non trivial. Then there is a diffeomorphism qt> arbitrarily C1 -close to p>
such that HR^(V) contains a hyperbolic periodic point of the same index of R^, whose
eigenvalues are all real, positive and of multiplicity one.
Under the hypothesis of Theorem A, this lemma allows us to assume that, after
perturbing the original diffeomorphism and replacing the initial points P^ and
by other points of A^(U) of the same index, we can assume that the points P^
and
of A^(U) have real positive eigenvalues of multiplicity one. To check this
just notice that, by Theorem 2.3, after a C1-perturbation of (/?, we can assume that
Hp^(U) = HQ^(U) C A^(U).
Therefore, these two relative homoclinic classes are
non-trivial. Hence, we can now apply Lemma 3.8 to such homoclinic classes to get
the periodic points (of indices p and q) in A^(U) with real positive eigenvalues of
multiplicity one. So there is no loss of generality if we assume that the points P^ and
in Theorem A have real positive eigenvalues of multiplicity one. Using Lemma 2.5
and Corollary 3.6 one gets:
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Lemma 3.9. — Given p > q and £ €]q,p] let ip G M(U) be a diffeomorphism with two
hyperbolic periodic points P^ and
in A^([/) (of indices p and q), having positive
real eigenvalues of multiplicity one. Then there is qb G M(U) arbitrarily Cl-close to
(p having a hyperbolic periodic point of index £ in A^U).
Proof. — By hypothesis, the continuations P^ and
of P^ and
are transitively
related for every 0 in a neighbourhood of (p in M(U) (just observe that set A^U) is
robustly transitive and P^ and
belong to A^(C/)). Hence we can apply Lemma 2.5
to P^ and
to create a heterodimensional cycle T(yb, (7, P^,Q^) for some 0 arbitrarily close to (p. Corollary 3.6 now gives qb close to yb (thus close to (p) with a periodic
point of index £ in A^U), finishing the proof of the lemma.
•
Given (p G M.(U), consider a neighbourhood hi^ of (p in M(U) such that every
yb G
has hyperbolic periodic points of indices q and p. Let Ti3 be the set of
diffeomorphisms yb G
having some hyperbolic periodic point of index j in A^(U).
Applying Lemma 3.9 finitely many times, one gets that the sets Hj, j G
are
dense in U^.
Theorem A now follows by observing that, for every j , the set TL3 is open. Now it
is enough to consider the set n'qHj, which is a dense open subset of U^. So, we have
just finished the proof of Theorem A.
4. Hyperbolicity of the extremal bundles
In this section, we will prove Theorem B. For that, as in the hypotheses of this
theorem, consider an open subset U of a compact manifold M and q G N*. Let U be
a C1-open set of Diff1(Af) such that, for every diffeomorphism qb EU, the set A^U)
has a dominated splitting
0 F^ with dim(I^(x)) = q for all x G A^U). Suppose
that every qb G hi has no periodic points of index r < q. Then we prove that the
bundle E<p is uniformly contracting for every qb G U.
The proof of this result follows using the arguments in [M2] after some small
technical modifications. Therefore, we will just sketch this proof, emphasizing the
main modifications that we need to introduce.
The results in [M2] are formulated in terms of families of periodic sequences of
linear maps. It is considered the family obtained by taking all the diffeomorphism qb in
an open set of Diff1 (M) and the restrictions of the derivatives of these diffeomorphisms
to their periodic orbits. It is considered perturbations of this system of linear maps
without paying attention if such perturbations come from perturbations of the initial
diffeomorphism. However, a Lemma of Franks' (see Lemma 3.4 above) allows one to
perform dynamically the perturbation of the derivative: given a diffeomorphism (p and
a periodic point x of (p, to each perturbation A of the derivative ip* throughout the
orbit of x corresponds a diffeomorphism yb C1 -close to tp which preserves the cp-orbit
of x and such that A(z) = yb*(z) for all z in the (p-orbit of x.
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We begin by recalling some results about dominated splittings, see next section.
In Section 4.2 we recall the terminology about families of periodic linear systems and
some results in [M2]. Finally, in Section 4.3 we prove Theorem B.
4.1. Remarks on dominated splittings. — In this subsection, we state precisely some folklore results on dominated splittings. Before that, let us observe that,
if A^(U) is robustly transitive, then, by definition, it is a (^-invariant compact subset
of U which is the maximal (^-invariant set of U. This implies that, for any neighbourhood V oï A^(U) and every diffeomorphism qb close to the set A<f>(U) coincides
with A^U) and is contained in V. Thus A^U) depends lower-semi-continuously on
qb. We say that A^U) is the continuation of A^(U) for qb.
Lemma 4.1. — Let p be a diffeomorphism and U an open subset of AI such that A^(U)
coincides with A^(U) and admits a dominated splitting
(t/)M = E 0 F, E -< F.
Then, for every diffeomorphism ijj close enough to p, there is a unique dominated
splitting E.^ 0
E^jj -< F^,, defined on A^U), such that dim(E^) = dim(E).
The splitting E^ 0 F(j, above is the continuation of E 0 F. Moreover, the continuations E^ and Ftj, depend continuously on t/\ This lemma also holds for dominated
splittings with an arbitrary number of bundles.
Proof. — Let us just sketch the proof of the lemma. By the definition of domination,
there is a strictly (^-invariant continuous cone field C+ defined over A^(U) such that
the bundle F is obtained as the intersection of the forward p*-iterates of the cones
of C+. Similarly, there is a strictly (p''1 )-invariant continuous cone field C~ defined
over A<~({7) such that the intersections of the backward iterates of C~ define E. These
cone fields can be extended continuously to invariant cone fields and CQ defined
on a compact neighbourhood V of A^(L/).
Observe that every i)) close to p leaves invariant the cone fields CQ and CQ and
recall that A.</,(£/) C V. We now define the bundles E.^, and F^ as the intersection
of the (backward and forward, respectively) iterates by 0* of the cones of CQ and
CQ", respectively. By construction, the splitting E.^ 0 F^, is dominated and satisfies
dim Ey = dim E.
For the continuous dependence of the bundles E^ and F^ on the diffeomorphism
•\p we refer the reader to [BDP, Lemma 1.4], for instance. This ends the sketch of the
proof.
•
Lemma 4.2 ([BDP, Lemma 1.4]).
Let qb be a diffeomorphism and E a qb-invariant
set having a dominated splitting E 0 F. Then this splitting can be extended (in a
dominated way) to the closure ofE.
Remark 4.3. — Let p be a diffeomorphism, K a transitive (^-invariant compact set,
TKM = E\ 0 E2 0 • • • 0 Em the finest dominated splitting of p over K, and E C K
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a (^-invariant dense subset of K. Then the finest dominated splitting of <p over E is
given by the restriction to E of the bundles ET.
Proof of the remark. — We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there is a dominated splitting over E which refines the splitting given by the restrictions to E of the
bundles EL. Then, by Lemma 4.2, such a splitting can be extended to the whole A',
contradicting that the splitting E\ ® • • • (B Em is the finest one.
•
Let us state a final result, whose proof is here omitted.
Remark 4.4.
Let ip be a diffeomorphism and E a (p*-invariant bundle defined on a
(^-invariant compact set K\. Consider any ^-invariant dense subset K2 of K\. Then,
the bundle E is uniformly hyperbolic over K\ if and only if its restriction to K2
is uniformly hyperbolic,
- the diffeomorphism (p contracts (resp. expands) uniformly the volume in E over
A'i if and only if it contracts uniformly (resp. expands) the volume in E over K2.
4.2. Families of periodic sequences of linear maps and dominated splittings. — We begin this section by recalling some definitions in [M2].
Definition 4.1
(1) A periodic sequence of linear maps is a periodic map £: Z —>
• GL(N, R), n —
i > £„..
We denote this family by {£„.}•
(2) A periodic sequence of linear maps {£„} of period n is called contracting if the
product £r,._i o • • • o£o is an uniform contraction, i.e., all its eigenvalues have modulus
strictly less than 1.
(3) Consider a family E = {£° = (Ç!,l)nez}<*eA 01 periodic sequences of linear
maps, such that the norms
anfl ll(£?7)_1|l are uniformly bounded (independently
of n and a). The family 3 is robustly contracting^1^ if there is s > 0 such that any
family B = {0(*}(yeA having the same period function n(a) and t-close to E (i.e.,
Il^u — C7II < s f°r a^ a ^ A and n G Z) is contracting.
The example of family of periodic sequence of linear maps that will be play a key
role in the proof of Theorem B is obtained as follows. Let à G U, U as in Theorem B,
and è» > 0 such that every diffeomorphism 0 which is 26-C1 -close to 0 belongs to U.
Now let Acp be the set of pairs a = (:r. such that 0 is J-close to cj) and the 0-orbit
of x is contained in U and periodic. Consider now some trivialization of the bundles
Etj, (as in Theorem B) over the set of periodic points (by choosing an orthonormal
basis of Etp(x)) and, for each a — (x.yj) G A<$>, define £a as being the restrictions of
the differential 0* to { /:',.( r'(.r))}/(
We now have that E^ = {(° }ncA.:, is a family
of periodic sequences of linear maps.
(^This notion is called uniformly contracting in [M2], but we rename it to avoid ambiguity with the
now usually accepted notion of uniform hyperbolicity or uniform contraction.
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defined above is robustly contracting.

Proof. — The proof is by contradiction. Otherwise, there exist (./;, -ip) G A^ and a
linear map v corresponding to a perturbation of the restriction of the differential of
tp to Ejfj along the periodic 0-orbit of x, having an eigenvalue of modulus bigger or
equal than one, i.e.,
/^(r"(')-1(.r))o..-o /,(.r): E^(x) ^

E^(x)

has an eigenvalue À such that |A| ^ 1, where n{x) is the 0-period of x.
Using Lemma 3.4, we get a diffeomorphism Ç close to -ip, thus in U, such that x is
a periodic point of A^(U) and
C{x)(x) = C*(Cn(x)_1) o • • • C.W - v($n{x)-\x)) ° • • • ° "(x)Therefore, the restriction of Ç"^J'\x) to E^(x) has at most (q — 1) eigenvalues of
modulus (strictly) less than one. On the other hand, by the domination E^ -<
the eigenvalues of the restriction of ("^'\x) to F^(x) are all strictly bigger than one
in modulus. This implies that there is a periodic point x in Aç(U) of index (strictly)
less than q, contradicting the definition of U. This contradiction finishes the proof of
the lemma.
•
We now borrow the following lemma from [M2].
Lemma 4.6 ([M2, Lemma II.7]).
Let
, o G A} be a robustly contracting family
of periodic sequences of isomorphisms of WN. Then, there exist K > 0, 0 < À < 1
and m G N* such that:
a) if m G A and, £fV has minimum period, n ^ m, then
À--1 D+D+D

vr+d

^ KXk.

j=() II /•=()
where k is the integer part ofn/m:
b) for all a G A
dd+1
\\m-l
A")
lim sup
log
n
dvrd
vrd
.7=0

< 0.

Applying Lemma 4.6 to the family ^ defined above, wre get the next proposition,
which is a reformulation of [M2. Proposition II. 1]:
Proposition 4.7. --- Let (p Gif (U as in Theorem B). Then, there exist a neighborhood
V of <p and constants K > 0, m G N* and 0 < À < 1 such that, for every g G V and
every periodic point x of */> whose orbit is contained in U,
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a) If x has minimum period n ^ m then
k-1

|(V/"%(V'mî(x))|.,(v,.,,(.E))
1=0
where k is the integer part of n/m.
b) Moreover,

^KXk,

1+>1<+
lim sup
log(||(Vm).(^(a:))|Ew,(^(œ))l|) < 0 .
r—•-foc
I-Q
Theorem B will be a consequence of Proposition 4.7 and the Mane's Ergodic Closing
Lemma, that we now recall, for completeness:
Theorem 4.8 (Ergodic Closing Lemma, [M2, Theorem A]). — Consider a diffeomorphism qb defined on a compact manifold. Then there is a ^-invariant set XI(0) (named
set of well closable points of qb) such that:
(1) The set S(0) has total measure (i.e. u(X(0)) = 1 for every qb-invariant probability measure \i).
(2) For every x G £(</>) and e > 0 there is a diffeomorphism ip, which is s-close to qb
in the C1 -topology, such that x is periodic for yb and the distance dist(0?(x), yb'(x)) < e
for all i G [0, n(x, ?/?)], where n(x,yb) is the period of x for yb.
4.3. End of the proof of Theorem B. — The proof of the theorem now follows
through the same lines as the proof of [M2, Theorem B], see pages 520-524. We will
recall the main steps of this proof and point out the changes we need to introduce.
Proof. — Let qb G U. By compactness of the set A^(L7), as in [M2] to get the uniform
contraction of the bundle E^, it is enough to check that
lim inf \Wl\r.l(^\\ = 0.
w+w1<w
We argue by contradiction. If qb* is not uniformly contracting on E^ over A $(11) then
there exist a constant n > 0, a point x G A^(L7) and no G N such that
ll&'kwll > « > o
for every N > NO. We now choose a sequence JN, JN —• +00, such that the sequence
of probabilities \XN defined by
1
s+s1s+s1e
Jn

^

ô(ômi(x))
1=0
converges (in the weak topology) to a probability /1, where o(z) is the Dirac measure
at the point z and m is as in Proposition 4.7.
Let ip^ = log
IE4>\I• By Lemma 4.1 the bundle E<f> is continuous on A^U), so
ip^ is continuous on A^(U). By the choice of x, one has J
d/xn ^ 0 for every n
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sufficiently large. So J p^ dp, ^ 0. Using Birkhoff's Theorem and the Ergodic Closing
Lemma, we get a point p G A^U) fl E(0) such that
1
^
lim
2 log 110:" iw,.(ï))) 11^0.
71—> +Jn
OC 7 = 0
By item (b) of Proposition 4.7, the point p is not periodic. Now, by Theorem 4.8,
there is ip arbitrarily Cx-close to ah (so yj G V C U, V as in Proposition 4.7) such that
p is a periodic point of ^ of period n{p) and the distance dist(0' (p), V;/(p)) is less than
an arbitrarily small £• > 0, for every i G [0, n(p)]. Observe that since p is not periodic
for c/>, the period n(p) goes to infinity as e goes to zero, i.e., V; tends to qb.
Since the fibers E^(y) vary continuously with (y, V?) (recall Lemma 4.1), the function
T'"(y) = log||VCI£v,(;,)ll
is continuous. Now for A as in Proposition 4.7 take Ay and no G N* such that
À < An < 1 and for every n ^ n0 one has
1 n-1
T0(0'">)) > - log(A0)
n •7-0
We can also assume that KXn < A(", for every n ^ n0. So, if 0 is close enough to qb,,
then
|ïv'(^(p))-ï*(0f(p))| < blog(A„)|
for every i G [0,n(p)]. Moreover, the integer part k of n(p)/m is greater than n0.
Therefore,
1 k-l
T'Yc^'f/;)') > lopfAn) > -WKAA:V
s 7=0
contradicting item (a) of Proposition 4.7. This contradiction finishes the proof of
Theorem B.
•
5. Proof of Theorem D
5.1. Perturbation of the derivative at periodic points. — In this section, we
recall some results from [BDP]. These results are formulated in terms of families of
periodic linear systems, that is, considering the differential of the diffeomorphism as an
abstract linear cocycle over the set A^(U) and perturbations of this cocycle, without
taking in consideration if such perturbations come from perturbations of the diffeomorphism. However, as in Section 4, Lemma 3.4 allows us to perform dynamically
the final abstract cocycle. Let us explain these results in detail.
Given a diffeomorphism <p and a hyperbolic periodic point
of p of index p, denote
by £p„ the subset of Hp„ (U) of hyperbolic periodic points R of index p homoclinically
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related to P^, i.e., WS(R) ftl Wu(Pip) ^ 0 and WU(R) ft] WS(P^) ^ 0. Observe that,
in our setting, we can assume that Ep^ is not trivial (different to the orbit of P^).
As above, given x G ^ , denote by AIX the matrix Mx = ç"(r)(x) : TXAI -> TXM,
where n(x) is the period of x. The first important property formalized in [BDP]
is that the matrices AIX corresponding to different points of Ep (the derivatives of
ifn^ at these points x) can be multiplied essentially how many times as one wants,
and the resulting product corresponds to a matrix of the system at some different
point. More precisely,
Lemma 5.1. — Let be a diffeomorphism and P^ a hyperbolic periodic point of (p.
Consider any pair of periodic points of x and y of p> in Ep^ and e > 0. Suppose that
Mx and AIy preserve invariant dominated splittings
TXM = Elx®> • -eP^:, Ei{x) •< P,+ i(x), and TyM = P*0- • -©P,J:, Et{y) -< El+l{y),
such that dim(P?c) = dim(P') for every i. Then there is 6 G]0,£[ satisfying the
following property:
Given any pair of 8-perturbations AIX and AIy of AIX and My, respectively,
AIX: TXAI —> TXAI and AIy: TyAI —» TyAI, there exist linear maps
Tx : TXAI —> TyAI

and T2 : TyAI —> TXAI

preserving the dominated splittings above (i.e., T\{Elx) = El and T2{E'}y) = Ex for
every i) and such that, for any n > 0 and rn ^ 0, there exist a periodic point z G Ep„
and an E-perturbation of cp* along the orbit of z,
A' : Tvi{z)M

T!Ç,+Hz)M.

i

II

n(z) - 1,

such that
AIZ = An{z)~l o • • • o A0 : TZAI —> TZAI
is conjugate to the product T2 o A l'ff o T\ o APf.
Remark5.2. — In fact, in [BDP], it is shown that Lemma 5.1 holds for any finite
number of orbits #i,. . . , of Ep„. This allows us to get linear maps X; : TX>AI
TXi+1Al preserving a dominated splitting such that, for every n i , . . . , n/,;, there exist
a point z G Ep„ and perturbations A' of the derivative of <p* at p)1' (z) such that
ALZ = A71^'1 o--.oA° is conjugate to Tk o AI^ o • • • o X2 o Al'fj oTxo AI^.
The maps Tt correspond to the transitions, recall also Theorem 3.1. The fact that
the transitions can be chosen preserving a dominated splitting has been proved in
[BDP, Lemma 4.13]. This property is the basis of the proof of the following result:
Lemma 5.3. — Let E\ 0 • • • 0 Eni, E\ -< Py+i. be the finest dominated splitting ofTAI
over Ep^ of p>*. Then, for every e > 0, there exist a dense subset E£ o/Sp^ and an
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£-perturbation A£ of
preserving the splitting E\ 9 • • • © Em. such that, for every
R G E., the restriction of the linear maps
MAl(R) = W ^ " 1 (*)) o • • • o Ae(<p{x)) o As(x)
to Ei(R) is a hornothety.
Moreover, if there exist i G {1,..., m} and Q G Ep such that the modulus of the
Jacobian of the restriction of (p*^ to Et(Q) is one, then R can be chosen in such a
way that the restriction of M A (If) to Ej(R) is the identity map.
This lemma is a consequence of [BDP, Propositions 2.4 and 2.5]. To see that these
propositions can be applied in our context, we just need to observe that the restriction
of p>* to each bundle Et (over Ep^J defines a periodic linear system with transitions.
For that, it is enough to recall that the transitions of ip* can be chosen preserving the
bundles Ej of the dominated splitting (see [BDP, Section 4]).
Given a hyperbolic linear map A of an Euclidean space (i.e., without eigenvalues
of modulus equal to 1) the index of A is the number of eigenvalues of A of modulus
less than 1, counted with multiplicity.
Lemma 5.4 (1BDP, Lemma 4.16]). — Given e > 0 there exist x G Ep^o and an eperturbation of p)* along the orbit of x such that the corresponding matrix Mx has
index p, p = index(P^), and all the eigenvalues of Mr are real, positive and with
multiplicity 1.
5.2. Tangencies and codimension one heterodimensional cycles. — The existence of non-real eigenvalues in the central direction of the saddles in a (codimension
one) heterodimensional cycle produces homoclinic tangencies. That is formalized in
the following result we export from [DR].
Let A be a linear map of an //-dimensional Euclidean space E, we say that a nonreal eigenvalue À G (C \ M) of A has rank £ if there are (£ — 1) eigenvalues (counted
with multiplicity) of A of modulus strictly less than |A| and (n — P — 1) eigenvalues
of modulus strictly bigger than |A|. A periodic point P of a diffeomorphism p> has a
non-real eigenvalue of rank £ if its derivative
}sssss(P)has a non-real eigenvalue of
rank £.
Lemma 5.5. — Let T(çb.U, R1^. R'^) be a codimension one heterodimensional cycle associated to hyperbolic periodic points of indices (r + 1) and r. Suppose that Rl0 (resp.
R'fJ has a non-real eigenvalue of rank r (resp. r + 1). Then, there is yj arbitrarily
close to (j), with a homoclinic la agency associated to Li^ (resp. R1^) in A^(U).
Proof — Just observe that, if R.^ has a non-real eigenvalue of rank r. then the unstable manifold of R'2c() spirals around Wu{Rl(j)). Now, unfolding the cycle T(0, U, R^, i?* ),
we get a homoclinic tangency associated to the continuation of R2^. See [DR, Section
8.1] for details.
•
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5.3. Proof of Theorem D. — Consider (p G V(U) and its finest dominated splitting Ei(<p) 0 • • • 0 E,m^((p) over A^(U). By Lemma 4.1, the continuation of this
splitting over A<f>(U) is uniquely defined for every (j) close to (p. Denote such a continuation by E\ (qb) 0 • • • 0 E.m^ (qb). By Lemma 4.1, the number m((p) of bundles of the
finest dominated splitting of A^(U) is lower semi-continuous, thus locally constant in
an open and dense subset V\(U) of V(U). Moreover, the dimensions of the bundles
of the finest dominated splitting are also locally constant in V\(U). So there is an
open and dense subset 0(U) oïV(U) where m(<p) and the dimensions of the bundles
of the finest dominated splitting are continuous functions. This set O(U) is the open
and dense subset oïV(U) announced in Theorem D.
Observe that it is enough to prove the theorem for a connected component of
0(U). So, from now on, we restrict our attention to a fixed connected component Oo
oîO(U).
Given ip G Oo, consider the finest dominated splitting of A^(U), s a y ( q ' \ v ' ) =
Ei(^p) 0 E2(tp) 0 • • • 0 Em(^((p). Since the dimensions and the number of bundles of
the splitting do not depend on <p G Oo, from now on we will omit such dependence
on p>.
Let us now introduce some notations. For simplicity, write p = ic and q = is (the
maximum and minimum indices of the hyperbolic periodic points of A^(U)). Given i
and j in {1,... , m}, with i < j , let
Ej = Ei 0 Ei+i 0 • • • 0 Ej.
Denote by dt and d\ the dimensions of E-,. and Ej, respectively (thus, dj — Yli=i
We define iq and ip by the relations
d< q ^ d'i

and d!{~1 <p^ d!?.

To prove Theorem D it is enough to check the following:
(A) <4* = q and d'/j^ , = dim(AJ) - p,
(B) dj — 1 and the bundle E} is not uniformly hyperbolic for all j G {zfy + l , . . . , ip}.
(C) E[q and E7^+1 are uniformly contracting and expanding, respectively.
The proof of the items will be given in Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
Lemma 5.6 (Proof of (A)). —• d!{1 = q and d-j+l — dim(A/) - p.
Proof. Let us prove the first part of the lemma. The proof is by contradiction.
Assume that d'y > q. Then, by definition of d'^, one has
d'^'} <q<q+l<:

d\q = d\i~l + dtq,

hence,
(2)

diq > 2.

By Proposition 2.4 and the definition of Oo, there is a diffeomorphism (p G Oo
with a hyperbolic periodic point
of index q such that Eq^ is dense in A^(U). By
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Remark 4.3, the finest dominated splitting of <p over EQ^o is the restriction to EQ^ of
the bundles Et.
By equation (2), Elq is indecomposable and has dimension dtq greater than or equal
to 2. Applying Lemma 5.3 to the set EQ^ and the bundle E.lq, we get
G
of
period n(R^) and a perturbation A of
throughout the i^-orbit of R^ such that
MA{R<p)) = A(ipn^-\R,P))

o • • • o ( q ' \ v ' ) o A(R^)

is a homothety in Elq (R^). We observe that the perturbation A of can be obtained
(and that is what is done here) such that its restrictions to the bundles Ek(R^), k ^ iq,
coincide with
Thus, since all points of EQ^ have index q, we have that, for every
T^ G EQ^, the bundles Ej{T^), j > iq, correspond to expanding eigenvalues of p^1^.
Hence, the number of contracting eigenvalues of M,\(R^) is at most d[q.
First, if the ratio of this homothety (the restriction of AIA{R^) to Etq(R^)) is
bigger or equal than one, using Lemma 3.4, one gets cp close to if (cp G On) with a
hyperbolic periodic point R^ G Acp(U) having at most d± contracting eigenvalues.
By hypothesis, d'^1 < q, thus the index of R^ is strictly less than q, contradicting
the definition of q (minimality of the index of the points of A^U), (p G V(U)).
So, we can assume that the ratio of the homothety Aly\(R^)\Ej^R^ is less than
one. As the restriction of
Rif) to each Ei(R^), i > iq, has expanding eigenvalues,
the index of R^ is exactly d\q. Now, the definition of p implies that d'{ ^ p.
Write £ = d[q ^ p. Since all the eigenvalues of the restriction of (p^R^ = MA(R^)
to E.j (Rcj,) are equal and dim(£'/(/(i?^)) ^ 2, using again Lemma 3.4, one gets a diffeomorphism v (close to (j)) such that Rv has index £ and V"^R,'\RV) has a contracting
non-real eigenvalue of rank (£ — 1).
By Theorem A, since q < £ — 1, there is a diffeomorphism £ (close to /?) with a
periodic point Sç G Aç(U) of index (£ — 1). Using Lemma 2.5, we obtain 77 close to
( with a codimension one heterodimensional cycle in U associated to R7] and Srr say
r(?/, LV, R,r Sn). Since q can be taken arbitrarily close to v, we can assume that R.tj
has index £ and a non-real eigenvalue of rank £ — 1 and that Sr) has index (£ — 1).
Finally, by Lemma 5.5. there is a diffeomorphism £ G
arbitrarily close to 77 with a
homoclinic tangency in A^(U) associated to the point of index (£ — 1), contradicting
the definition of V(U). This finishes the proof of the first assertion in the lemma.
Using the same arguments, we get that
+ i = (dim(M) — p), so we omit this
proof.
•
Lemma 5.7 (Proof of (B)).
The bundle Ej is one dimensional and non-uniformly
hyperbolic for all i G {iq + 1,. . ., ip}.
Proof
Given k G {iq + l,--Lemma 5.6, q < £ ^ p.

let £ = d\ = dim

Observe that by.
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The bundle Ek is not uniformly hyperbolic. — We argue by contradiction. Otherwise,
since Ek is indecomposable, it would be either uniformly contracting or expanding.
In the first case, using the domination of the splitting, one has that every periodic
point of A^((7) has index bigger or equal than £ > q, contradicting the definition of
q. In the second case, again by the domination of the splitting, every periodic point
of A^((7) has index strictly less than £ ^ p, contradicting the definition of p.
The bundle Ek is one-dimensional. — The proof is by contradiction, assuming that
dim(Ek) = dk ^ 2. By Theorem A and Proposition 2.4, there exists (p G Oo with a
hyperbolic periodic point
G A^((7) of index £ such that £/? is dense in A^(U).
By Lemma 5.3, there exist a perturbation A of p>* and a point
G
such that
the restriction of MA(S^) to Ek(S^) is a homothety. Moreover, as before, we can take
A such that its restrictions to the bundles Ej(S^), i / k: coincide with the one of
Suppose, for instance, that the ratio of such a homothety is bigger than one. From
G
and the definition of
, the restrictions of ip*' ^ to the bundles E^S^),
i > k, have only expanding eigenvalues. Thus, the matrix MA{S^) has exactly r =
d^1 contracting eigenvalues, where
q ^ d';1 <: d\~l = r ^ dl{~1 < d!{ = p and r < r + dk ^ r + 2 ^ p.
Using Lemma 3.4, we get </; G (9o with a hyperbolic periodic point S<f> G A^(C/) of index
r such that the restriction of 0* to EkiS^) is equal to A After a new perturbation,
if necessary, we can assume that 0*^^ (£</>) has a expanding non-real eigenvalue of
rank (r + 1).
As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, by Theorem A and Lemma 2.5, there is 0 G Oo close
to (p with a periodic point T^ G K^U) of index (r -f- 1) < p and a heterodimensional
cycle r(V'. LLJ\ir, S^,), where
has index r and a (expanding) non-real eigenvalue of
rank (r + 1). Finally, by Lemma 5.5, there is £ G Oo close to V; with a homoclinic
tangency associated to T^, contradicting the definition of Oo- This finishes the proof
of the lemma in this case. If the homothety given by the restriction of MA{S^) to Ek
has ratio less than one the proof follows similarly.
•
Lemma 5.8 (Proof of (C)). --- The bundles E'({ and E]"+1 are uniformly volume contracting and volume expanding, respectively.
Proof. — This lemma follows from Theorem B. To check that E = E± is uniformly
contracting, observe that the set Oo and the dominated splitting E[q ©
satisfy
the hypotheses of Theorem B (recall that, by Lemma 5.6, q = d''{1 = dim(£,j'/)).
The uniform expansion of E-" ( , follows analogously. This completes the proof of
the lemma and of the theorem.
•
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6. Homoclinic tangencies
We now analyze the dimensions of the bundles of finest dominated splitting of a
robust transitive set to deduce the different types of homoclinic bifurcations that this
set may exhibit.
We consider an open subset U of M and N(U) C Diff1(M) an open set such that,
for every po G J\f(U), the set A^(c7) is robustly transitive and
- the maximum and the minimum of the indices of the periodic points of A^{U)
are constant, equal to p and q, respectively,
- the dimensions of the bundles of the finest dominated splitting of A^(L7) do not
depend on p> G N(U).
Notice that, in this section, it is not assumed that there are no homoclinic tangencies
in A^(L7), as in the previous section.
We use the notation introduced in Section 5.3 for the dimensions of the bundles
of the finest dominated splitting. Recall that, with this notation and by definition,
q ^ d'i and p ^ d{.
We say that a robustly transitive set A^(U) has a homoclinic tangency of rank r
if there is a periodic point
G A^(L7) of index r having a homoclinic tangency and
such a point of tangency belongs to A^(U).
Theorem F. — Let U, f\f(U), p and q as before. Consider any po G J\f(U).
- If d'i > q, then there is (p arbitrarily close to p) such that A^U) has a homoclinic
tangency of rank (d^1 — 1).
- If dl{ > p. then there is è arbitrarily close to po such that A^U) has a homoclinic
tangency of rank (d'{ 1 + 1).
If dj ^ 2 for some j G {iq + 1,..., ip}, then, for every k G [d{~1 + 1, d\ ). there
is 0 arbitrarily close to p> such that A(p(U) has a homoclinic tangency of rank k.
This theorem is a generalization of the result [DPU, Corollary G] for three dimensional robustly transitive sets, which says that the existence of an indecomposable
bundle of dimension strictly greater than one leads to the creation of homoclinic
tangencies in a (non-hyperbolic) robustly transitive set.
The proof of Theorem F follows from a small modification of the the proofs of
Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 and involves heterodimensional cycles.
Denote by %(U), k = 1,..., dim(M) - 1, the subset of Af{U) of diffeomorphisms cj)
such that A^U) has a homoclinic tangency of rank k. Theorem F now follows from
the next two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. — Under the hypothesis of Theorem F, we have the following
- Ifd\q > q, then T,q_(U) is dense inM{U).
-- Ifcî{ > p, then Tdip-i + l{U) is dense inAf(U).
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Proof. — First, observe that, by definition, if d!{1 > q (resp. dt{ > p) then dl( > 1
(resp. dlp > 1).
To prove the first part of the lemma, it is enough to check that if (p G M(U) and
d'l1 > q then there is v arbitrarily close to ip such that AV(U) has a homoclinic tangency
of rank (d1^ — 1). Recall that, in the proof of Lemma 5.6, under the assumption that
£ — d'l1 > q, we got v close to p) having a hyperbolic periodic point Rv G AV(U) of
index £ with a non-real eigenvalue of rank (£ — 1).
Since q ^ £ — 1 < p, by Theorem A and Lemma 2.5, after a C1 -perturbation of v,
we can assume that v has a periodic point Sv of index (£—1) and a (codimension one)
heterodimensional cycle T(v,U, Rv, Sv) (Rv of index £ with a non-real eigenvalue of
rank (£ — 1)). By Lemma 5.5, there is £ close to v with a homoclinic tangency
associated to S^. This finishes the first part of the lemma.
The second part of the lemma follows similarly.
•
Lemma 6.2. — Under the hypotheses of Theorem F, suppose that dj ^ 2, j G
{iq + l,...,ip — 1}. Then, for every k G(q'\v')+(q'\v')the set %(U) is dense in
M{U).
Proof. — As in the previous lemma, given any (p G M(U) with dj ^ 2 and k G
[(ip1 + 1, d{) we will obtain 0 arbitrarily close to (p such that A^(U) has a homoclinic
tangency or rank k. By Theorem A, and since
q ^ d}~1 < d[ < d^'1 <p,
after perturbing </?, we can assume that p) has a pair of hyperbolic periodic points
S^,T^ G A^(U) of indices d\ and d[~l, respectively.
By Lemma 2.5, there is 0 close to tp with a heterodimensional cycle T('0, [/, ^S^, T^).
Observe that the modulus of the restriction of the Jacobian of ^*^Tv^ to Ej(T^) is
greater than one and the modulus of the restriction of the Jacobian of i/7*'^^ to
Ej(S^jj) is less than one. By Corollary 3.7, unfolding this cycle, we get 0 close to (p
with a hyperbolic periodic point R^ G A^U) with index r, r G ( q ' \ v ' ) s u c h that
the modulus of the Jacobian of (p'^R<^ to EJ(R(p) is exactly one.
By Proposition 2.4, after a perturbation of 0, we can assume that E^.0(0) is dense
in A<f)(U). Since E^R^) is indecomposable and has dimension equal to or greater
than 2, arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, but now applying the final part
of Lemma 5.3, we get £ (arbitrarily close to 0) with a periodic point Ac G A^(U) such
that the restriction of ^
to E.j(Aç) is the identity.
Take now any k G [d{~1 + 1, d[). After a perturbation of £ we can assume that the
index of Ac is A*, — 1, and that Ç"'^A*\AÇ) has an expanding non-real eigenvalue of rank
k. Again, by Theorem A, we can assume there is a periodic point
G A^(U) of index
/c, where k > q. Finally, by Lemma 2.5, there is // close to £ with a codimension one
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cycle T(TJM1 BV, A7/), AV of index (k — 1) and with an expanding non-real eigenvalue
of rank k and BN of index k. Now the lemma follows from Lemma 5.5.
•
7. Proof of Theorem E
As we have mentioned in the introduction, Theorem E follows from Proposition 1.1.
So, before proving the proposition let us deduce the theorem from it.
Recall that U and S(U) are open subsets of M and DifF1(M) such that, for every
diffeomorphism p G S(U), the set A<^(J7) is robustly transitive and has no homoclinic
tangencies (in the whole manifold). By Theorem D, there is an open and dense subset
X(U) of <S(Z7), sucn that if f belongs to X(U) and A^(U) contains periodic points of
indices q and p, q < p, then A^(U) contains points of every index between q and p.
So it is enough to prove the theorem for the subset X(U) of S(U).
Consider the maps z+, i~ : X(U) —> N* that associate to each p G X(U) the max
imum and the minimum of the indices of the hyperbolic periodic points of A^(f/),
respectively. These two functions are semi-continuous, so they are continuous in an
open and dense subset Xo(U) of X(U). Now it is enough to fix a connected component
2Q ofX(U) where i+ and i~ are both constant and to prove the theorem for this set.
Suppose that i+{<p) = p and i~(p) = q for all p G Z0, q ^ p.
Assume that q < p (the case q = p follows from Remark 2.7, so we omit it). Let
Q^P and P^ be points of indices q and p of K^(U). For notational simplicity, let us
assume that their continuations are defined in the whole Jo. Since
and
are
transitively related in To, by Remark 2.6, there is an open and dense subset X\ of 2o
such that IVs(P^) and Wu(Q(p) have nonempty transverse intersection for all (j) G X\.
So it is enough to prove the theorem for X\.
For each j ^ 0 with q + j ^ p, let A(j) be the subset of X\ of diffeomorphisms 0
such that A(p(U) contains hyperbolic periodic points R®}, ...,
such that
index (R1:,,) = q + i,
- HRo (U) = HRi (U) = - • • = Hn.j (U) for every p in a neighbourhood of
To finish the proof of Theorem E, it is enough to check the following.
Lemma 7.1. — The set A(j) is open and dense in X\ for every j G (0, r], r = p — q.
Before proving this lemma, let us assume it and prove the theorem.
Observe that, by Lemma 7.1, Air) is open and dense in Zi, and for every ijj in
A(r), there exist hyperbolic periodic points R{^ and R1^ of A</;([/) of indices q and
a + r = v such that
HRr (U) = HRn (U).
As before, for notational simplicity, assume that the continuations of R^ and R1'^
are defined in the whole A(r). The points
and R^ have index q and are transitively
related in A{r). Thus, by Remark 2.7, there is an open and dense subset V\ of A(r)
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of diffeomorphisms ( such that the relative homoclinic classes of
and R®} in U ai
equal. Similarly, there is an open and dense subset V2 of A(r) of diffeomorphisms
such that the relative homoclinic classes of P^ and R^ in U are equal. Thus, for 8
C G V\ fl Vo, one has that
HPc(U) = HRr(U) = HMU) = HQi(U).
Since T>\ fl V2 is open and dense in A(r), thus in Xi, and the result is proved.
Proof of the lemma. — We will argue by induction. To see that -4(1) is open and
dense in Xi, it suffices to prove that, given any qb G Xi, there is an open subset A^ of
Xi such that
- (j) belongs to the closure of A^,
~ for every 0 G A^, there exists a hyperbolic periodic point R^ G A0(17) of index
(q + 1) such that HQiiXU) = HRi(U) (here we take #° = Q0).
Since <f> is in Xi there is a periodic point R^ G A^(L7) of index (q + 1). Observe
that
and it^ are transitively related and index(Qv,) + 1 = 'mdex(R^). Thus, by
Lemma 2.5, after a perturbation of e/>, we can assume that GO has a (codimension one)
cycle r(4>,U, R^Qcj)). By hypothesis, this cycle is far from homoclinic tangencies.
Thus, by Proposition 1.1, there is an open set S^, whose closure contains (/>, such that
HQ(.(U) = HRi(U) for all £ G % The first inductive step follows taking .40 = B^nJi.
Suppose now defined inductively the open and dense subsets -4(1), -4(2),.. . , A(j — 1).
a 4- 7 ^ v, of Xi satisfying the properties above. Then the set
A'{j-i)

= A{i)ndddddd--nA{j-i)

is open and dense in Z\. Nowr it is enough to get an open and dense subset A(j) <
A'{j — 1) with the announced properties. For that we argue exactly as in the ste
3 = iConsider any et> G A'{j — 1). Since <fi G X\ the set A^U) contains a hyperbolic per
odic point R^ of index {q + j). As in the first step of the induction, using Lemma 2.
we can assume (after a perturbation of 0) that cb has a (codimension one) eye
F(0, [/, i?;^, i?.^'"1), where i?^-1 is the point of index (q + j — 1) in the inductive ste
(j — 1). By hypothesis, this cycle is far from homoclinic tangencies. Thus, by Prop*
sition 1.1, there is an open set B<p C Af(j — 1) containing <f> in its closure such that
HRJrl(U) = HRI{U)
for all C G Bcj). Since £>0 C -4'(j — 1), we have
HRo(U) = HRI(U) = HRJ-,(U) = HRl{U)
for all ( G B(f),finishingthe proof of the lemma.
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7.1. Proof of Proposition 1.1. — Suppose now that (as in the hypotheses of
Proposition 1.1) the indices of
and
are p and q with p = (q -f 1). By [BDP,
Lemma 5.4], we can assume that the robustly transitive set A^(U) contains a pair
of hyperbolic periodic points of indices q and p -f 1 having only real eigenvalues with
multiplicity one and different moduli. For notational simplicity, assume that
and P^ verify these hypotheses. In particular, these points verify the hypotheses of
Corollary 3.6. By (1) in the proof of the corollary, after a small perturbation, we can
assume that <p has a saddle-node periodic point (a point with an eigenvalue equal to
one) with q contracting eigenvalues and (dim(M) — q— 1) expanding eigenvalues. After
a new perturbation, by unfolding the saddle-node, we can assume that <p has a pair of
periodic points
and
of indices p and q, respectively, such that there is a curve 7
whose extremes are A^ and B^ and whose interior is contained in Wft(A<p) iti WU(B^).
By Remark 2.7, we can assume that there is an open subset V of Diff1 (AI) containing
p in its closure such that HPJU) = HAIR{U) and HQIL,(U) = HBLJL(U) for all </; in V.
By Remark 2.6, there is a sequence of diffeomorphisms ^A-, fk —> f in
the C1 -topology, such that pk has a codimension one heterodimensional cycle
r(<p/,., [/, Alfk,Bipk). By construction, these cycles are connected, i.e., Ws{Aifk ) rh
Wll(B^k) has a periodic connected component whose extremes are contained in the
orbits of A^k and B^k (here the connected component is the continuation of the
curve 7 above).
The proposition now follows directly from [DR]. For completeness let us state
these results.
Lemma 7.2. — Let C be a Cl-diffeomorphism with a codimension one connected heterodimensional cycle T(Ç,U, Aç, Bç) as above. Then given any C]-neighbourhood A
of C, there exists a Cl-open subset U(Ç) of A such that II.\,(P ) = ///>>,.(/ ' ) for every
v c u (C)
By the lemma, for each ipj,. as before, there is an open set U(pk) C V containing
pk in its closure, such that, for every V' £ U(<pk), we have HA.,„(U) = # # ( [ / ) . Since
yj G V, we have that IL\,.(P) = HpIR(U) and HQ.,(U) = HDIR(U). Proposition 1.1

now follows taking

= UA-^(^A-)-

Proof of the lemma. — Observe that the cycle F((M. Aç, Bç) is connected and far
from homoclinic tangencies. In [DR], see the comments after Theorem A, it is proved
that, given any neighbourhood U of Ç there is an open subset Uo of U such that every
•0 G Uo has a transitive set A,. containing A^ and B, - such that A(/, C H{B^). The
main step to prove this result is the fact we state below.
First, observe that, by construction, there is a multiplicity one contracting eigenvalue Ac; G R of the derivative of £ at Ac such that 1 > |AC| > |A| for every contracting
eigenvalue A of .4^ different from Ac (see condition (CE) in [DR, Section 3.1]). Thus,
for every 0 close to (, the (codimension one) strong stable foliation JF* of IVs (A is
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defined. Similarly, we have that the (codimension one) strong unstable foliation T{f}
of Wu(A.lj,) is defined. Now the lemma will follow from the following fact.
Fact. — Let A be as in Lemma 7.2.
Let a — (dim(M) — p) be the dimension of the unstable bundle of A^. There is an
open subset Ao of A of diffeomorphisms 0 such that WS(BV)) intersects transversely
every (u -f I)-disk E transverse to Ts^.
- Let s be the dimension of the stable bundle of Ac. There is an open subset Ao of
A of diffeomorphisms ip such that WV(AV,) intersects transversely every (s + l)-disk
E transverse to T]l.
This fact is a non-technical reformulation of [DR, Proposition 3.6 (b)]. Notice that
(due to the context) in [DR] this proposition is stated for parametrized families of
diffeomorphisms unfolding a connected cycle corresponding to a first bifurcation. But,
as mentioned in [DR, Section 6], it holds in a much more general setting (including
the case under consideration).
To see, for instance, that HA^XU) is contained in HBI:XU), we use the first part of
the fact. Take any x in HAVXU)- By the cycle configuration, W"(AR) is contained in
the closure of W'^B.^), thus there is a sequence xn —» x with xn G Ws(A,p) fh WU(B^)
for all n. Associated to each xn, we have a (u + l)-disk En of diameter less than 1/n
which is contained in Wu(B.lj)) and transverse to Wfi(A.lj}) at xn (see figure). The fact
implies that, for each ??, there is zn G U's(/i,.) rh EA?. By construction zn G
(in
fact one can take zn G HB^U)) and \imzn = lim.x*n = x.
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The inclusion HB^(U) C HB^,(U) follows similarly using the second part of the
fact. This finishes the sketch of the proof of the lemma.
•
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